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Abstract— Correct detection of interferometric fringes is necessary to enable high resolution metric measurements using laser diode
(LD) based self-mixing (SM) interferometry. For noisy, experimentally acquired SM signals, fringe detection is a challenge even when
the LD remains mono-modal. This task becomes more complicated in case multiple laser modes undergo SM. In this paper, a novel SM
fringe detection method is proposed which correctly processes multi-modal as well as typically encountered mono-modal SM signals.
As SM fringes appear as local signal peaks in SM signals, so the proposed method uses peak detection to detect all-possible local peaks
within the SM signal. Then, it successively refines its performance by removing false peaks (fringes) by analyzing corresponding SM
fringe characteristics. In order to validate the proposed method for SM vibration sensing, several mono-, bi-, and tri-modal SM signals
were acquired by using two different LDs normally emitting at 637 nm and 650 nm respectively. The proposed method is also tested on
experimental SM signals corresponding to cases of variation in frequency as well as amplitude of remote target vibration. The
proposed method has correctly detected 10786 fringes out of total 10844 fringes making up the data-set i.e. an accuracy of 99.46%.
However, 55 false fringes were also detected (0.51%) while 58 true fringes were undetected (0.54%) by the proposed method.
Index Terms— Vibration Measurement, Multi-modal Fringes, Fringe Detection, Self-mixing interferometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

ELF-MIXING (SM) or optical feedback interferometry [1,
2], is being increasingly employed for measuring
displacement [3, 4], distance [5, 6], velocity [7], vibration [8],
flow [7], and refractive index [9] etc. providing compact, lowcost, contactless, and self-aligned instrumentation. These
miniaturized and cost-effective SM laser sensors can be
promising candidates for contactless displacement- and
vibration-measurements required in non-destructive testing
and monitoring applications, such as to ensure condition-based
machine health monitoring and better preventive maintenance,
for instance, by detecting bearing faults which account for
approximately half of all electric machine failures [10].
Usually, SM interferometry has been performed using
mono-modal laser diodes (LD). Under the assumption that
only one laser mode undergoes SM then each interferometric
SM fringe is considered to appear due to a remote target
motion of λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of laser mode. λ/2 is
thus considered the basic resolution of SM sensors. However,
variation can occur in laser emission modality, during the
course of sensing, resulting in bi-modal or tri-modal SM
signals [11-15]. Such multi-modality has been reported for SM
sensors based on in-plane semiconductor Fabry-Perot lasers
[11, 12], vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers [13] and
quantum cascade laser [14]. The corresponding fringe
multiplicity of such multi-modal SM signals needs to be
appropriately detected [16], interpreted (as each fringe now
corresponds to a remote target motion of λ/2m, where m is the
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number of modes undergoing SM [12]), and processed to
correctly retrieve the target motion. This laser modality is a
function of LD’s operating current [14, 15], and
temperature [12] while length of external cavity can also affect
the multi-modality of the SM laser sensor [11, 13]. Such
multi-modality appears as a sub-periodicity within SM signal
(see Fig. 1), a feature which may be used to improve the SM
sensor resolution from λ/2 (mono-modal) to λ/4 (bi-modal)
or λ/6 (tri-modal) [12]. However, the said higher measurement
resolution associated with multi-modal SM signals cannot be
achieved without correctly identifying the laser modality [16]
and detecting these multi-modal SM fringes.
In typical laser applications, an optical isolator is used to
prevent optical feedback (OF) into active laser cavity as OF
can cause significant instability in laser operation including
mode-hopping (MH) [1, 2]. However, SM interferometry is
based on OF. Thus, optical isolators cannot be used within
SMI set-up. Stated otherwise, MH is an inherent part of SMI
especially in case of high OF [1, 2]. Consequently, guaranteed
absence of MH cannot be ensured for a low-cost LD based SM
sensor operating under variable conditions (in terms of
reflectivity of remote target surface, and sensor-to-target
distance [11, 13]). So, laser MH can always occur (causing
incoherent superimposition of different individual modes [14]
under SM), resulting in multi-modal SM signals. The
challenge then is to correctly detect and interpret such multimodal fringes as wrong detection or interpretation will result
in drastic increase in measurement error.
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Fig. 1. Experimentally acquired self-mixing interferometric signals (a) monomodal SM signal (b) bi-modal SM signal (c) tri-modal SM signal

SM fringe detection (FD) has been a focus of recent
research as it constitutes an integral part of high accuracy
displacement and vibration retrieval algorithms [17-21].
Currently, various SM FD methods exist to process monomodal SM signals. However, this task of FD becomes even
more challenging in case of multi-modal SM signals in which
fringes of different modes under SM exhibit different
characteristics (see Fig. 1) due to incoherent superposition of
constituent modes [12, 13].
For mono-modal SM signal under moderate optical
feedback, SM FD can be achieved by using a comparison
between the first difference of SM signal (i.e. the
differentiated SM signal) and a pre-fixed threshold value [22].
In case of variation in the optical feedback (such as weak-,
moderate-, or strong-feedback), different methods for FD have
also been previously proposed. For example, an adaptive
threshold based method [23] allowed detecting SM fringes
belonging to weak-, moderate-, or strong-optical feedback
based SM signals. Likewise, for weak feedback regime, SM
signal fringes can be efficiently detected using the double
derivative method [21] which consists in multiplying a shortduration first difference with a long-duration first difference of
such a SM signal.
In case of continuous optical feedback variation (e.g. caused
due to speckle phenomenon [24]), SM signal amplitude is
modulated [25]. For such signals, FD has been achieved by
tracking the envelope of modulated SM signal which serves as
a time-varying threshold [25]. Likewise, Hilbert transform
(HT) has also been used to process such SM signals as the HT
based processing of analytic signal can withstand any
amplitude variations [17]. Lastly, use of custom-made
wavelets [26] allowed robust FD for weak-, and moderateoptical feedback based SM signals even in the presence of
speckle. However, all these previous FD methods are limited
only to mono-modal SM signals.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents SM
experimental setup while proposed Multi-Modal Fringe
Detection (MMFD) method is detailed in Section III. Results
are presented in Section IV followed by Discussion and
Conclusion.
DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2019.2895928
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Fig. 2. Photograph of experimental set up used to acquire mono-modal, bimodal and tri-modal SM signals corresponding to a remote vibrating target.

II. SM EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
SM occurs when a portion of laser light, illuminating the
remote target, is back-scattered and re-enters the active laser
cavity. Such re-injection changes the optical and spectral
properties of the laser [27]. The altered optical output power
(OOP), also called as the SM signal, is processed for metric
measurement retrieval. OOP is detected using the built-in
monitor photo-diode (PD) located at the back-facet of LD.
In order to acquire experimental mono-, and multi-modal
SM signals, the experimental setup photographed in Fig. 2 has
been used. A polished metallic ring (mounted on a mechanical
shaker, model SF-9324 by PASCO®) was used as remote
vibrating target. Sinusoidal wave of 100 Hz was applied to the
shaker through a function generator (model AFG-2225 by GW
Instek®). A digital storage oscilloscope (GDS-2204E by GW
Instek®) was used to acquire various SM signals
Two different low-cost LDs, HL6501MG by Hitachi® and
L637P5 by Oclaro® were used, one at a time, to acquire
various SM signals. HL6501MG LD has threshold current (Ith)
of 75 mA and operating wavelength (λ0) of 650 nm providing
35 mW optical power. L637P5 LD has Ith of 20 mA and λ0 of
637nm emitting 5mW optical power. Each of these LDs was
housed, one at a time, in a collimation tube (model LT110P-B
by Thor Labs®) having a focusing lens of 6.24 mm focal
length. Adjustment of this lens allowed focusing of the
emitted laser beam on to the remote vibrating target. A
custom-built circuit board implements LD and PD biasing, LD
current control, and SM signal acquisition and amplification.
III. PROPOSED MULTI-MODAL FRINGE DETECTION
The proposed Multi-Modal Fringe Detection (MMFD)
method is based on the idea that SM fringes can be seen as
local SM signal peaks. So, a peak detection approach can be
used to identify SM fringes within any mono- or multi-modal
SM signal. Specifically, MMFD is based on an iterative and
progressively refined use of a built-in MATLAB function
called findpeaks. This function identifies peaks within input
signal using the simple definition that a local peak is a data
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Fig. 4. Exemplar SM signals experimentally acquired by using HL6501MG
laser diode emitting at wavelength (λ0) of 650 nm: (a) the target motion (b)
tri-modal SM signal and (c) mono-modal SM signal. The arrows indicate the
so-called hump zones (where remote target’s direction reversal occurs) of an
SM signal which are zones devoid of true fringes.

remote target vibration.
Proposed MMFD method is schematically presented in Fig.
3. It can be divided into five principal blocks called as 1) SM
Specific Parameter Determination Block, 2) Multi-Modality
Detection Block, 3) Mono-Modal Processing Block, 4) MultiModal Processing Block, and 5) Post-Processing Block.
In order to graphically present important steps of the
proposed method, exemplar experimental SM signals are used,
shown in Fig. 4 along with target motion.
Each MMFD method block is described below.

Fig 3. Schematic block diagram of proposed MMFD method.

sample that is larger than its two neighboring samples. To
improve peak detection performance, it uses minimum peak
distance parameter d which allows ignoring peaks that are
very close to each other. It thus specifies a horizontal guardband (in terms of number of samples of the input signal) so
that no new peak is detected within the guard-band.
As the findpeaks function is a general method so it is
understandable that its direct application to mono/multi-modal
SM signals will not provide optimum FD results. Thus, the
proposed MMFD method uses findpeaks in an iterative
manner and then successively improves the FD performance
by judiciously extracting SM signal specific information in
order to update key findpeaks parameter. It is important to
mention that, instead of processing SM signal as a whole, it is
first segmented into smaller parts and then these SM signal
segments are processed one by one (overlapped-segmentation
approach (i.e. adjacent segments have 25% overlap to counter
edge effects) is used. Care is taken so that each segment
should contain at least two periods of SM signal (Fast Fourier
transform (FFT) is used to provide estimate of periodicity in
the input SM signal). This then ensures correct SM fringe
detections even in case of change in modality of the input SM
signal, and it also ensures correct processing of SM signals in
case of change in frequency and peak-peak amplitude of
DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2019.2895928

A. SM Specific Parameter Determination Block
SM Specific Parameter Determination Block is common for
both mono-modal and multi-modal SM signals. In this block
findpeaks function is executed on SM signal segments in a one
by one manner while using default parameter d value. As the
experimental SM signals contain noise and local signal
variations in addition to true fringes, a lot of false detections
can hence also occur, as shown in Fig. 5.
In this work, false fringe (peak) detections are categorized
into two types, namely 1) hump zone peaks (indicated by red
diamonds in Fig. 5), and 2) false peaks (indicated by green
circles in Fig. 5). Hump zone (denoted as H. Zone in Fig. 3)

Fig. 5. Fringe detection performance with default parameter values for
normalized exemplar (a) tri-modal and (b) mono-modal signals obtained
from HL6501MG laser diode. Correctly detected true peaks are indicated by
black stars, hump zone peaks are indicated by red diamonds, and false
peaks/fringes are indicated by green circles.
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Fig. 6. (a) Flowchart of the method used to determine the value of parameter
d (b) Flowchart of Peak-Duration Technique used for the identification of
false fringes in Multi-Modal Processing block.

peaks refer to those detections which occur in the so-called
hump of the SM signal where target direction reversal occurs.
For a vibrating remote target, hump zones thus occur at each
maxima and minima of remote target vibration, and are devoid
of any true fringes. Likewise, a false peak refers to any
detection which cannot be associated to a true fringe e.g. it
may occur due to local noise variation.
Now, in order to improve detection performance, following
steps shown in Fig. 6 (a) are performed to recalculate d for
each SM segment separately:
1) Compute auto-correlation of each SM signal segment
(sma-corr). This allows a robust determination of any periodicity
in each specific SM signal segment.
2) Any periodicity in input SM signal segment repeats as
successive maxima in sma-corr signal. An average of timeintervals corresponding to these maxima is computed,
designated as tmean, which is indicative of d because it is
representing fringe repetition rate of the input SM signal
segment under evaluation.
3) d is refined using a reduced value of tmean (by taking 10
times smaller value of tmean). A reduced value of tmean is used
to ensure that no true SM peak (fringe) is missed. However, a
reduced tmean can cause false peak (fringe) detection. As such
false fringes can be removed in subsequent steps so it is
important to use a reduced tmean as any missed true peak
(fringe) cannot be subsequently recovered.
Finally, findpeaks function is executed again on SM signal
segments in a one by one manner with correspondingly
determined value of parameter d. Furthermore, as overlappedsegmentation approach is used so the overlapped portions of
adjacent signal segments are processed twice by findpeaks
function. As a result, peaks in these overlapped portions are
also detected twice. It is then necessary to correct these
overlapped peaks by removing the doubly detected fringe.
However, at the end of SM Specific Parameter Determination
Block, FD performance of mono- as well as multi-modal SM
signals is still not significantly improved enough, as can be
observed by comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 7.
So, in order to further improve the fringe detection
DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2019.2895928
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Fig. 7. Fringe detection performance with determined value of d parameter
for exemplar (a) tri-modal and (b) mono-modal signals obtained from
HL6501MG laser diode. Correctly detected true peaks are indicated by black
stars, hump zone peaks are indicated by red diamonds, and false peaks/fringes
are indicated by green circles.

performance, it is necessary to separately process mono-modal
and multi-modal signals, both of which are separated by
Multi-Modality Detection Block, explained below.
B. Multi-Modality Detection Block
In order to determine if the input SM signal is mono-modal
or not, initial study has analyzed various parameters (such as
peak to peak amplitude, variance, and zero-crossings etc.) of
mono- and multi-modal SM signals. This resulted in selection
of a distinguishing parameter called varpeak (i.e. the variance of
amplitude values of input SM signal at the detected peak
locations). varpeak is plotted in Fig. 8 showing that the variance
of amplitude values of peaks of a mono-modal SM signal is
always smaller than that of a multi-modal SM signal. Thus,
varpeak is compared with a threshold thvar = 0.03
(corresponding to signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 12 dB for
noisy mono-modal SM signals, as detailed ahead) so that
mono-modal SM signals can be distinguished from multimodal SM signals.
The four following steps are used for this purpose:
1) Use values of restrictive parameters dr = 5d (here, d is
computed for the whole SM signal by using the same
approach of sma-corr, however, here tmean is not reduced by 10
times) and hr is minimum peak height parameter which

Fig. 8. (a-b) Detected peaks of exemplar SM signals with restrictive values
of dr=5*d and hr. Horizontal red line represents mean value of amplitude of
SM signal at detected peak locations while black vertical line encircled in
green is representing varpeak value.
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corresponds to the mean of the peak amplitude values, where
peaks are the peaks detected at the end of the SM Specific
Parameter Determination Block.. It specifies the height of the
input signal (in terms of input signal amplitude) below which
no peaks are detected. Note that dr and hr are only used during
Multi-Modality Detection Block.
2) findpeaks function is executed with values of dr and hr,
resulting in detection of a small sub-set of peaks (most of
which will be genuine peaks). These restrictive parameter
values may eliminate multiple genuine peaks as well as false
peaks. However, the objective at this stage is only to ensure
that a sub-set mostly composed of genuine peaks is detected
so that the variance of their peak amplitude values is not
significantly affected by the inclusion of false peaks.
3) Determine varpeak for this sub-set of peaks.
4) An optimum variance threshold value (thvar) is employed,
which is thvar = 0.03.
Finally, a decision about the modality of input SM signal
can then be made by comparing varpeak with thvar. If varpeak
<thvar, then input SM signal is considered mono-modal, else it
is considered a multi-modal SM signal.
varpeak is a robust measure to identify the presence of
mono-modal SM signals because for such signals, variance of
amplitude values of input SM signal at the detected peak
locations is zero for ideal, speckle-free, noise-less monomodal SM signals. However, as experimental SM signals are
always affected by additive noise, so thvar was set to 0.03 to
provide robustness with respect to the noise (and possible
wrong fringe detections) associated with mono-modal SM
signals contained in the dataset. Simulations were carried out
to quantify the noise level associated with mono-modal SM
signals that would cause varpeak=0.03. The results indicate that
additive noise corresponding to SNR of 12 dB results in
varpeak=0.03. Thus, the proposed algorithm can correctly
distinguish mono-modal SM signals with SNR ≥ 12 dB.
Thus at the end of Multi-Modality Detection Block,
modality of input SM signal is determined which enables
specific customization of d parameter for mono-modal or
multi-modal SM signals respectively. After modality
detection, the output of SM Specific Parameter Determination
Block (shown in Fig. 3) is taken up and is improved in Monoor Multi-Modal Processing Blocks, as detailed below.
C. Mono-Modal Processing Block
Mono-Modal Processing Block is composed of four subblocks (as shown in Fig. 3) and all of these will process the
input SM signal in a piecewise manner. In the first sub-block,
the value of d is computed for each SM segment in exactly the
same manner by using sma-corr as done in SM Specific
Parameter Determination Block. However, here tmean is
reduced to half (1/2), while in former case tmean was reduced
by 10 times. Then, in the second sub-block, findpeaks function
is re-executed using corresponding refined value of d for each
SM input signal segment resulting in more accurate peak
detection and reduced false fringe detections. Again, doubly
detected overlapped peak pairs are corrected, by considering
each of these as a single genuine peak.
DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2019.2895928
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Fig. 9. (a) Flowchart of Zero-Crossings Technique which is used to identify
hump zones of SM signal. (b) Flowchart of SM signal derivative Technique
which is also used for the identification of hump zones.

The third sub-block performs Hump Zone Peaks
Identification and Removal (shown by using diamond marker
in Fig 7(b)). For this purpose, the first task is the identification
of hump zones. This can be achieved by using zero-crossings
of the input SM signal (see the flowchart in Fig. 9 (a)).
As can be observed in Fig. 4, distance between consecutive
zero-crossings of an SM signal during a hump zone is usually
greater as compared to the distance between consecutive zerocrossings occurring for true SM fringes. Thus, zero-crossings
can be used for the identification of hump zones. After
identification of hump zones, the false fringes detected within
these hump zones are eliminated. The zero–crossings
technique is also used in piecewise manner, detailed steps of
zero-crossings based technique are listed below:
1) Determine zero-crossings (zx) of each SM signal segment
separately.
2) Determine the distances (dzx) between consecutive zx.
3) Sort dzx in descending order.
4) Compute the time-period T0 (reciprocal of target
vibration frequency) of the SM signal segment by using FFT
to estimate periodicity
5) Select top L number of sorted dzx where L = 2*T0.
6) Compute average value of L number of selected dzx.
7) Multiply this average value by 1.2. The resultant value is
the so-called threshold thz for under-process SM signal
segment. The reason behind multiplying averaged dzx value
with 1.2 is to avoid the risk of losing genuine peaks (fringes) if
ever these are considered as hump zones by the abovementioned procedure. However, this is achieved at the cost of
non-detection of genuine hump zones having comparatively
smaller duration. However, such unidentified hump zones can
be detected at a later stage during the Post Processing Block.
8) Finally, hump zones in different SM signal segments are
identified by using corresponding thz values. This is achieved
by a simple comparison of all dzx with thz. That is, if any dxz
> thz, then it is considered as indicating a hump zone.
9) After hump zone identification, all peaks within such
zones are removed from original vector containing all peaks
(as detected in second step of mono-modal processing block).
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Fig. 10. Correctly detected fringes (black stars) of exemplar mono-modal SM
signal after the removal of all false detections, achieved at the end of MonoModal Processing Block.

Finally, the fourth sub-block performing False Fringe
Identification and Removal (by using Thresholding
Technique) is executed, as detailed below.
1) Identify the amplitude value which is the most common
in amplitude values of peaks detected in SM signal segment.
2) Reduce this amplitude value by 50 % and use it as a
threshold thamp for removing false peaks (fringes) as indicated
by green circles in Fig. 7(b).
3) If any detected peak’s amplitude value is less than thamp
then it is considered as a false peak and removed.
To further remove false fringes, consecutive inter-peaks
distances are determined by taking derivative of each SM
segment, and then consecutive inter-peaks distances which are
shorter than d (as computed in Refine d sub-block) are
identified. Then, amplitude values of two peaks whose interpeak distance is shorter than d are compared, and peak with
smaller amplitude is removed, considering it as a false fringe.
This false fringe removal procedure is done for every segment
of input SM signal, using their corresponding value of d.
So, at the end of Mono-Modal Processing Block, FD
performance has significantly improved, as seen in Fig. 10.
D. Multi-Modal Processing Block
If the input SM signal has been found to be multi-modal
then Multi-Modal Processing Block is executed (see Fig. 3). In
its first sub-block, Hump Zone Peaks Identification &
Removal using zero-crossings techniques is executed in
piecewise manner, as described previously.
Secondly, after removing hump zone peaks, steps are taken
to remove false peaks (indicated by green circles in Fig. 7(a)).
For this purpose, Peak-Duration Technique is used again on
SM signal segment one by one (see its flowchart in Fig. 6
(b)).This technique is based on the observation that the
duration of a false peak is usually much smaller than the
duration of a true SM peak (fringe). This observation can then
be used to remove false peaks, as per the following steps:
1) Determine the left valley point (lvp) of detected peak (the
point from where signal starts to rise again on left side),
2) Determine the right valley point (rvp) of detected peak
(the point from where signal starts to rise again on right side),
3) Peak duration of any detected peak can be determined by
taking the difference of corresponding lvp and rvp. Durations
of all peaks can be determined in a same manner.
4) Optimum peak-duration threshold (thpd) parameter for
each SM signal segment can be calculated by the following
steps:
a) Select a portion of SM signal segment delimited by two
consecutive hump zones. Do it for at least 2 portions for each
segment of input SM signal.
DOI: 10.1109/TIM.2019.2895928
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Fig. 11. True detected fringes (black stars) of exemplar multi-modal SM
signal after the removal of all false detections, achieved at the end of MultiModal Processing Block.

b) Select the middle-half (50%) portion of each segment.
Thus, initial- (25%) and final- (25%) portions of each
segment are discarded.
c) Peak-durations of peaks which are lying inside the
selected middle half portions are selected.
d) Take median value of these selected peak-durations and
set thpd to half of this median value.
5) False peaks identification for each SM signal segment
can then be done by using their corresponding thpd. I.e., peakdurations < thpd are considered as peaks and are removed.
To summarize, all peaks having smaller duration than thpd
are considered as false peaks. This means that thpd sets the
limit of the maximum measureable speed of remote target’s
motion given by 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (𝜆/2𝑚)/𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑑 (where constant m is
representing the modality of SM signal i.e. m=1 for mono-,
m=2 for bi- and m=3 for tri-modal SM signals) [12]. E.g., in
case of tri-modal exemplar SM signal segment (a zoom on
portion of it shown in Fig.11), thpd is fixed to 5 samples
(fsampling=100 kHz). Thus, all fringes with peak-durations <5 µs
are excluded. As the employed LD has λ = 650 nm, so thpd=5
fixes maximum measureable speed Vmax=2.2 mm/s. That being
said, it needs to be stated that thpd is computed based only on
the input SM signal. So, if an input signal is acquired for a
remote target motion having a lower or higher velocity then
this parameter is automatically adjusted to cater to the
corresponding velocity.
So, at the end of Multi-Modal Processing Block, FD
performance has also significantly improved (see Fig. 11).
However, to further reduce false fringe detections, InterFringe Distance based Technique is also used. It is based on
inter-peak distances. Those peaks whose inter peak distance is
shorter than “d” (as calculated in “SM Specific Parameter
Determination Block”) are identified and then, amplitude
values of two peaks whose inter-peak distance is shorter than
d is compared, and peak with smaller amplitude is removed,
by considering it as a false fringe.
E. Post Processing Block
All hump zone peaks and false peaks have been removed
from our exemplar signals at this stage. However, for many
other signals in our data-set, certain hump zone peaks and
false peaks still remain. So, in order to ensure their
eradication, further processing is done in this Post Processing
Block to address 1) hump zone peaks, and 2) false peaks.
Certain hump zones can be missed by the previously used
hump-zone identification technique (based on zero-crossings
technique). So, to identify these, statistics of derivative of SM
signal contained within previously identified hump-zones are
used to obtain an optimum threshold, called thd. This
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threshold is then applied on SM signal segment to identify any
missed hump zone(s). Due to use to SM signal derivative, this
Hump Zone Identification and Removal technique is called
SM Signal Derivative technique (see its flowchart in Fig.
9(b)), and is also applied in a piecewise manner. The steps of
this technique are detailed below:
1) Take derivative of each segment of input SM signal,
denoted as δ.
2) Remaining hump zones can be identified by observing
the variation in the amplitude of δ. As the hump zone is
devoid of true fringes, so variation in δ is smaller in hump
zones than in zones containing true fringes. Thus, if the
amplitude values of δ are smaller than an optimum threshold
(thd) value then the corresponding zones are identified as
hump zones. thd for each SM signal segment is computed by
the following steps:
a) Take derivative of previously identified hump zone
portions (as identified by zero-crossings technique)
b) Take the absolute (mod) values of these derivative
values.
c) Median value of absolute derivative values is taken as thd
value.
3) All peaks found within such zones are again removed.
Finally, in the second and last stage of Post Processing
Block, certain remaining false peaks (fringes) are identified in
each SM signal segment and removed by using SM Peak
Statistics Based Technique. As almost all detected peaks are
true peaks at this stage of processing, so statistics of these
peaks can be used to identify anomalous (false) peaks. For
example, if almost all of the detected peaks are located in the
upper-half of input SM signal segment then any peak (fringe)
detected in the lower-half of input SM signal segment can be
considered as a false peak. This is achieved in the proposed
method by finding out the SM amplitude value associated with
every detected peak. Then, if the number of negativeamplitude associated peaks is far less than the number of
positive-amplitude associated peaks, then these negativeamplitude associated peaks are considered anomalous (i.e.
false peaks) and are removed.
IV. RESULTS
Correct FD results are graphically shown for different SM
signals of mono-, bi-, and tri-modal experimental SM signals.
It may be seen that the number of fringes per period is
different for each of these signals due to different peak to peak

Fig. 12. (a-c) Detected true peaks (fringes), indicated by black stars, of three
different correctly processed experimental mono-modal SM signals.
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Fig.13. Fringe detection of SM signal corresponding to sudden change in
target’s frequency (as caused by sudden acceleration of remote target): (a)
reference target motion, (b) correctly processed corresponding SM signal, and
(c) zoom on portion of part (b) indicated with red rectangle.

amplitude of remote target. This shows that the proposed
MMFD method is effective even in case of variation in
target’s amplitude. It may also be mentioned that each SM
signal acquisition contains 100 periods but only about one
period each is shown below for the sake of clarity.
A. Mono-Modal SM Signals
Performance of proposed MMFD method for three (out of
total 22) different mono-modal SM signals is graphically
presented in Fig. 12.
Note that due to use of SM signal segmentation approach,
the proposed MMFD method is also able to process such SM
signals corresponding to sudden variation in frequency of
remote target vibration (such as caused by sudden acceleration
of target vibration). One such SM signal along with reference
target motion is shown in Fig. 13.
B. Bi-Modal SM Signals
Performance of proposed MMFD method for three (out of
total 20) bi-modal SM signals is graphically shown in Fig. 14.
C. Tri-Modal SM Signals
Performance of proposed method for three (out of total 22)
different tri-modal SM signals in seen in Fig. 15.
Correct processing of a tri-modal SM signal corresponding
to sudden variation in frequency of target vibration is also

Fig. 14. (a-c) Detected true peaks (black stars) of three different correctly
processed experimental bi-modal SM signals.
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Fig. 17. Tri-modal SM signal in which all true fringes were correctly detected
(marked by black stars) except for one true fringe which was missed, as
marked by red diamond. Likewise, one false fringe was also detected, as
marked by green circle.

Fig. 15. (a-c) Detected true peaks (black stars) of three different correctly
processed tri-modal SM signals.

presented in Fig. 16.
D. Data-set Results
The proposed MMFD method was tested by using a data-set
of 66 experimental SM signals comprising 22 signals each for
mono-, bi-, and tri-modal SM signals. Cumulative results, in
terms of total number of fringes (NF), total number of true
fringe detections (NTF), and total number of false fringe
detections (NFF), ratio of true fringe detections to total fringes
𝑅𝑇𝐹 = (𝑁𝑇𝐹 ⁄𝑁𝐹 ) × 100, ratio of false fringe detections to
total fringes 𝑅𝐹𝐹 = (𝑁𝐹𝐹 ⁄𝑁𝐹 ) × 100, and ratio of undetected
fringes to total fringes 𝑅𝑈𝐹 = (𝑁𝐹 − 𝑁𝑇𝐹 ⁄𝑁𝐹 ) × 100 are
presented in Table I.
TABLE I
FRINGE DETECTION PERFORMANCE RESULTS USING THE COMPLETE DATA-SET
OF MONO-, BI-, AND TRI-MODAL SM SIGNALS
RTF
RFF
RUF
Mode
Dataset
NF
NTF
NFF
(%)
(%)
(%)
Mono
22
1515
1513
4
99.86
0.26
0.13
Bi
22
3640
3611
21
99.20
0.57
0.79
Tri
22
5689
5662
30
99.52
0.52
0.47
Total
66
10844 10786 55
99.46
0.51
0.54

V. DISCUSSION
As seen in Table I, after applying MMFD, certain true SM
fringes remain undetected (0.54 % for the data-set). One such
case is shown in Fig. 17 where all fringes are correctly
detected except one, as highlighted with a red diamond.

Interestingly, this fringe was detected during initial steps of
MMFD. However, during Post Processing stage, this fringe
was removed as it came within an identified hump. This
happened due to actual shorter duration of the corresponding
hump zone (note that the other hump zone in Fig. 17 has
longer duration). Such omission of true fringes can be
improved by devising a better hump zone identification
technique so that all identified hump zones do not encroach
upon true SM fringes.
Likewise, MMFD is currently unable to eliminate certain
false fringes (0.51 % for the data-set). One such case is shown
in Fig. 17, highlighted with green circle. In fact, these false
fringes are hump zone peaks which could not be removed
completely. There are two reasons behind non-removal of
such a false fringe. First, the width of such a false fringe
happened to be comparable to the widths of true fringes
contained within the same SM signal. As a result, such a false
fringe could not be eliminated by the Peak-Duration
Technique. Second, the SM signal amplitude associated with
such a false fringe happened to be comparable to the SM
signal amplitude associated with almost all other truly
detected fringes. As a result, such a false fringe could also not
be eliminated by the SM Peak Statistics Based Technique.
Finally, the effect of multimodality in the SM signal is
usually observed up to three modes [10-13]. For the present
work also, only up to three modes were observed for the
employed laser diodes. The proposed algorithm, however, is
able to distinguish mono-modal SM signals from the multimodal SM signals. Note that the proposed algorithm’s primary
task is to detect all fringes present within any given input SM
signal. Thus, it is not restricted to just three modes and could
be extended to correctly process the fringes contained in such
SM signals in which more than three modes contribute
individual sets of interferometric fringes to the SM signal.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig.16. Fringe detection of multi-modal SM signal corresponding to sudden
change in target’s frequency: (a) correctly processed multi-modal SM signal,
(b) zoom on portion indicated by red rectangle in (a).
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Fringe detection is a fundamental part of SM signal
processing algorithms, designed for the retrieval of remote
target’s displacement and vibration measurements. The
proposed method is based on detection of peaks within the
input SM signal followed by successive refinement of key
peak detection parameters as well as removal of falsely
detected peaks. Thus, the novelty of proposed method is its
capability of robust fringe detection of multi-modal (bi-modal
and tri-modal) SM signals along with traditionally
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encountered mono-modal SM signals. This proposed method
has been successfully tested on experimental mono-modal, bimodal and tri-modal SM signals (acquired using two different
LDs, one at a time, normally emitting at 637nm and 650 nm
respectively) with an accuracy of 99.46%. It is also able to
correctly process SM signals corresponding to cases where
changes occur in frequency and peak-peak amplitude of
remote target vibration.
Future work will focus on further improvement in fringe
detection as well as real-time hardware implementation of the
proposed method so that mono- and multi-modal SM signals
can be detected in real-time.
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